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Space exploration history
- first nation in outer space

- Soviet union -> Russia
- April 12, 1961, cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin made one orbit around the Earth aboard the Vostok 1 spacecraft
Space exploration history
- second nation in outer space

- USA
- May 5, 1961, suborbital flight of astronaut Alan Shepard aboard Freedom 7
Space exploration history
- third nation in outer space

- Czechoslovakia – Czech
- Vladimír Remek - considered to be the first astronaut from the EU. He flew aboard Soyuz 28 from March 2nd to March 10th 1978
- Currently member of EU parliament
But that is not all!

We have one more hero going to explore outer space!
This is our hero!
Not this guy!

(that's Andrew Feustel)
This is our hero!

Czech cartoon star
little mole
Little mole

- Born: 1956
- Father: Zdeněk Miller
- Mother: unknown
- Special sign: Beloved by all Czech children

- Going to guide Andrew Feustel during last mission of space shuttle Endeavour on May 19
So, now you know

- Czechs have
  - Superb national domain .cz
  - Great artists
  - Delicious beer
  - Brave cosmonauts

- And that's not all...
Happy IETF 25\textsuperscript{th} Anniversary!